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Fast video data recorded during seven consecutive operation campaigns (2008-2012) in full-tungsten ASDEX Upgrade have been analyzed with an algorithm developed to automatically detect and track dust particles. A total of 2425 discharges have been analyzed, corresponding to 12204 seconds of plasma operation. The analysis aimed at precisely identifying and sorting the discharge conditions responsible for the dust generation or remobilization. Dust rates are found to be significantly lower than in tokamaks with carbon PFCs. Significant dust events occur mostly during off-normal plasma phases such as disruptions and particularly those preceded by vertical displacement events (VDEs). Dust rates are also increased but to a lower extent during type-I ELMy H-modes. The influences of disruption energy, heating scenario, vessel venting and vessel vibrations are also presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite important breakthroughs have been achieved in the last decades in the understanding of fusion plasmas, there are still numerous problems to be solved before the realization of a secure and sustainable fusion energy source. One of the major issues is a detailed comprehension of the plasma-wall interaction mechanisms and their consequences on the device performance and safety [1, 2]. In fusion devices, plasma facing components (PFCs) are exposed to high particle fluxes, large heat loads and neutron irradiation and have to endure relatively high thermal and mechanical constraints. These processes damage and erode the PFCs and limit their lifetime, making it sometimes necessary to proceed to maintenance shutdowns to replace the damaged components. The erosion of PFCs also leads to the formation of dust, which can potentially cause several operational concerns: for instance, dust migration in the vessel and the related release of impurities to the hot core plasma is responsible for high core radiation, which reduces the performance of fusion plasmas and may cause disruption, particularly in long pulse discharges [3]; dust accumulation may also degrade mirrors and diagnostics, or lead to erroneous temperature measurements of the PFCs. The DITS campaign on Tore Supra suggests that dust may be an operational limit if a fixed plasma scenario is used repeatedly [4, 5]. Dust accumulation can also lead to more serious safety issues, such as tritium retention or explosion in case of air ingress or contact with water steam.

Although the operation of present day tokamaks such as AUG only seldomly suffer from dust, these issues are expected to be more problematic in the future ITER tokamak due to longer discharge durations, larger energy and power deposition on PFCs and operation with D-T plasmas. The understanding of dust production rates, localization, remobilization and transport in the vacuum vessel during plasma phases in present tokamaks, particularly those with metallic walls, is therefore of primary importance for improving the reliability of dust models and predictions in the perspective of ITER and future fusion reactors.

Among the various diagnostics used for in situ investigations of dust in tokamaks (laser light scattering [6], dust collection by aerogels [7], dust detectors [8, 9], standard CCD cameras [10], etc...), fast imaging is one of the most valuable for investigating dust behaviour during plasma operation. Compared to other diagnostics, which probe localized areas, fast cameras have the ability to probe a significant plasma volume (typically ∼20% of the torus volume per camera in AUG) while keeping relatively high temporal resolution. Their main drawback is that only the brightest dust particles can be detected, i.e. those with sizes of the order of a few microns or more, heated at a sufficient temperature [11]. Post-mortem analyses suggest that only a small fraction of dust particles produced in AUG fit these conditions [12, 13]. However these large dust particles are those which might have the strongest impact on tokamak performance and are thus of particular interest. A second drawback of fast imaging is the huge amount of data produced which requires sophisticated analysis procedures. An algorithm, named TRACE (Tracking and Classification of pinpoint Events), has been specifically developed in order to automatically detect and track dust particles in plasmas directly from fast camera data [14]. TRACE has been adapted to tokamaks in order to efficiently anal-
yse video data on a day-to-day basis, making it possible to carry out a statistical analysis of dust events in ASDEX Upgrade under various discharge conditions [16].

This paper is organized as follows. The fast imaging diagnostic used to record dust events during AUG discharges as well as the main features of the TRACE algorithm are presented in section II. A survey of dust in disruptive discharges is presented in section III. Section IV focuses on the influence of type-I ELMs, heating sources, vessel opening and vessel vibrations on dust observation rates in non-disruptive discharges. Main limitations of the analysis are discussed in section V. Finally section VI concludes the paper and gives an outlook on future investigations.

II. DATA ACQUISITION AND VIDEO PROCESSING

A. Description of measurements

In order to investigate the amount of dust mobilized during AUG discharges two fast framing cameras (Phantom V7.1 and Phantom V7.3) were used. Videos are typically recorded at 10,000 frames per second (fps) with 256*256 pixels and 14 bit depth resolution resulting in 8 GB data per shot. Fast cameras have also been used for non-dust-related investigations. For that reason, they have been installed at different locations around the torus and various optical filters have been used depending on the main experimental purposes. Filters, used in less than 9% of the analyzed videos, mostly aimed at attenuating plasma emission (anti-Do and near IR filters), highlighting impurities radiation (mostly W-I, C-II or C-III), highlighting plasma emission (Do filters) or reducing saturation problems (neutral filters). The use of such filters may influence dust detection, nevertheless no clear effect could be identified in our analysis. This is possibly due to the fact that dust radiation is never totally filtered out since it results from both thermal radiation of dust grain and line radiation of dust ablation cloud [17]. It also certainly demonstrates the effectiveness of the automatic detection procedure presented in section II B. The cameras locations have been changed up to 8 times in the frame of individual experimental campaign. The focal length of the camera optics has also been varied from 4mm to 8mm, resulting in different views depicted in Fig[1]. As a consequence, PFCs, heating antennas, diagnostics and other elements susceptible to plasma contact and thus likely to generate dust in the vessel, may differ according to the cameras fields of view. Therefore, despite, the plasma volume probed by the cameras varies by less than 20% in the discharges which have been analyzed in our study, noticeable differences can occur in the rates of dust observed according to the camera configuration. These differences contain information on the most favorable areas for dust formation or remobilization and are therefore investigated in our study provided enough shots have been recorded in similar conditions to ensure reliable statistics. For this reason, a particular attention is paid to two camera views highlighted in Fig[1] one imaging the divertor from the top of sector 1 (636 shots, encompassing 4.25 $m^3$ of plasma volume) and one imaging the upper part of the vessel from the midplane in sector 8 (1482 shots, encompassing a plasma volume of 3.56 $m^3$). It has also to be noted that some AUG sectors, particularly sectors 7 and 15, where neutral beam injectors are installed, were not observed with fast cameras. It means that dust mobilized or created in these areas can not be detected with the cameras, unless its lifetime and total displacement is long enough, which is very improbable [18]. It is also important to underline that the minimum size of dust particles which are visible with fast cameras depends on their temperature, i.e. on the plasma parameters, as well as on their composition and on the optical arrangement [19] [20]. Despite fast framing cameras can resolve smaller and faster particles than standard rate cameras due to their higher contrast ratio, it is expected that they can detect only a small fraction of the total dust population. The deliberate injection of calibrated dust of known morphology and composition is an efficient procedure to determine this minimum size, but it has not been performed on AUG in the course of this investigation. If one refers to such dedicated experiments realized on DIII-D, TEXTOR and Pilot-PSI [21] [23], it seems reasonable to state that the typical dust size which can be seen by fast framing cameras in standard fusion plasmas conditions is around 5 $\mu m$ in diameter, and down to about 1 $\mu m$ in the most favorable conditions. According to the post-mortem analysis of dust collected in AUG in 2009, the dust size distribution is best fitted with truncated log-normal distribution functions, with a maximum probability around 1 $\mu m$ in diameter for W spheroids [14]. If one considers, according to this work, that the diameter of W spheroids in AUG is correctly fitted with a log-normal distribution with geometrical mean value $\mu = 0.9$ $\mu m$ and standard deviation $\sigma = 1.9$, then 44% of collected particles have a diameter above 1 $\mu m$ but only 0.4% have a diameter above 5 $\mu m$. This low fraction actually represents a significant mass fraction of the W spheroid inventory. Indeed, by considering a distribution truncated to 35 $\mu m$, diameter of the largest spheroid collected, W spheroids above 1 $\mu m$ represent about 95% of the total mass of W spheroids and those with a diameter above 5 $\mu m$ still account for 22% of the total mass of W spheroids. The size distribution of conglomerates of B, C and W, which can be spheroids or irregularly shaped, is also best fitted with log-normal distribution with a maximum shifted to smaller scales. Considering log-normal distributions with $\mu = 0.5$ $\mu m$ and $\sigma = 3.65$ for C-dominated dust and $\mu = 0.3$ $\mu m$ and $\sigma = 3.51$ for other conglomerates, one gets respectively 30% and 36% of C dust and 17% and 1.2% of conglomerate dust above 1 $\mu m$ and 5 $\mu m$ in diameter. Considering a distribution truncated to 53 $\mu m$, equivalent circle diameter of the largest conglomerate collected, conglomerates above
1 μm represent about 99.5% of the total mass of conglomerates and those with a diameter above 5 μm still account for 89% of the total mass of conglomerates.

On the one hand, spheroids have experienced a loss of mass which can be significant during their interaction with the plasma [18], hence their size can be several times larger shortly after mobilization, thus facilitating their observation. On the other hand, collected irregularly shaped conglomerates, which can have comparatively large sizes, have fragile structures implying the absence of intensive contact with the plasma and it can be concluded that their radiation level is probably too low to be observable by fast visible cameras. All in all, it is therefore very likely that despite only a few percents of the intrinsic dust population mobilized in AUG can be seen with fast cameras, this population of relatively large particles may represent a significant mass fraction of the total dust inventory.

The work presented in this paper is mostly based on the statistical analysis of 3251 movies recorded in independent discharges covering five consecutive operation campaigns (i.e. discharges AUG $\leq$ 23174 to AUG $\geq$ 28695, corresponding to the period 2008-2012). About 30 TB of video data have been analyzed, which corresponds to 15470 seconds of plasma operation including all kinds of discharge conditions. However, in order to ensure a better comparison between all the shots, only the movies corresponding to similar frame rates (i.e. in between 5,000 fps and 20,000 fps) and probing similar plasma volume where kept. As a consequence, the results presented in this paper focus on 2425 discharges, representing a total of 12204 seconds of plasma operation and 16591 dust particles trajectories.

**B. Automatic dust detection**

Video data are analyzed with TRACE, an efficient video analysis tool coded in MATLAB developed for tracking dust particles in laboratory or fusion plasmas [15, 16, 24]. TRACE has become a versatile tool which has also been proved to be efficient for other detection and tracking applications [25]. In fusion plasmas, dust particles observed with fast cameras appear as bright spots, i.e. local maxima of light intensity. The detection method used in TRACE relies on the combination of several thresholds computed for each frame over three different spatial scales. For an event to be considered as a potential dust particle, its brightness has to exceed three thresholds $Thr_{Glob}$, $Thr_{Reg}$ and $Thr_{Loc}$ computed as follows:

\[
Thr_{Glob} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( I_j - \frac{1}{2} | I_j - \bar{I} | \right) \tag{1}
\]

\[
Thr_{Reg}(R) = I_{min}(R) + \frac{I_{max}(R) - I_{min}(R)}{10} \tag{2}
\]

\[
Thr_{Loc}(L) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} I_j \ast f (Thr_{Reg}(R) - N_s) \tag{3}
\]

with $f (Thr_{Reg}(R) - N_s) = 1.1 + \frac{Thr_{Reg}(R) - N_s}{10} \leq 1.6$,

where the indices $j = 1...n$ correspond to each pixel of a single frame and where $I_j$ is the intensity of pixel.
III. DUST IN DISRUPTIVE SHOTS

A. Main tendencies

It is well known that plasma dust content is significantly larger in disruptive discharges compared to non-disruptive ones \[20\]. Figure 2 depicts the number of shots with more than 10 dust events in the camera field of view as a function of the number of shots passed since previous disruption. It clearly evidences that most significant dust events are observed in disruptive shots, or in the very first shots after a disruption: on a total of 344 fast camera movies with more than 10 dust events, 209 correspond to disruptive shots and 40 to shots immediately preceded by a disruption. Several basic mechanisms can link dust to disruptions: i) dust may be produced by transient heat loads on the PFCs during the disruption \[27\], ii) dust previously deposited onto the PFCs might be remobilized during the disruption by thermal shocks, by mechanical vibrations of the PFCs or by forces due to large currents induced by fast transients \[27\] \[28\] and iii) disruption might be due to the presence of an excessive amount of dust in the plasma \[3\]. It is nearly impossible to say whether dust is produced or only remobilized during a given disruption when analyzing fast video data. Comparing the temporal evolution of dust released in the plasma with the time at which disruption occurs can only shed light on the causality link between dust releases and disruptions. As an example, Figure 5 shows a typical situation where disruption precedes a sudden increase of the dust concentration in the plasma. Disruption time is evidenced by the large and narrow peak in the total radiated power at \(t = 1.45\) s. The W core concentration, \(c_W\), derived from measurements of the grazing incidence spectrometer at 5 nm, is also plotted and does not show any significant increase before the disruption occurs, staying well below the values observed earlier in the discharge. Several dust events are observed between \(t = 1\) s and \(t = 1.1\) s together with an increase in the total radiated power but are not accompanied by any significant increase of \(c_W\). Then the total radiated power decreases while a single dust particle is observed for 0.1 ms, about 0.1 ms before the disruption occurs. In such a case, the evolutions of \(c_W\) and of the number of dust events suggest another cause for the disruption and it is possible to conclude that the most significant dust release is caused by the disruption. A very different case is illustrated by Figure 4 which is representative of a few tens of shots where a significant increase of dust is already observed well below the values observed earlier in the discharge. The detailed investigation of this shot reveals that a control instability leads to plasma contact with unconditioned wall regions. This contact presumably causes the injection of dust into the plasma as well as the increase in \(c_W\). Finally, it is likely that the discharge terminates because of the control instability, possibly supported by the
impurity and dust radiation.

FIG. 2. Histogram of the number of fast camera movies with more than 10 dust fly-bys as a function of the number of discharges elapsed since previous disruption.

FIG. 3. W core concentration (blue dashes), total radiated power (red line) and number of dust particles detected as a function of time in disruptive shot AUG 24171. Each black horizontal dash corresponds to a single dust particle, the length of the segment giving the duration of its observation.

FIG. 4. W core concentration (blue dashes), total radiated power (red line) and number of dust particles detected as a function of time in disruptive shot AUG 23489.

The statistical analysis of 479 fast camera movies of unmitigated disruptive shots shows that on average 5.3 dust particles are tracked before the disruption and 7 after the disruption. Actually, visual inspection of the movies reveals that a non negligible fraction of dust particles produced or mobilized during the disruption cannot be tracked by TRACE due to their very high velocity (displacement between consecutive frames larger than 5 pixels). On addition, at the exact time of disruption, the camera data can also be fully saturated for a few frames, preventing any possible detection for a short duration (typically less than 2 ns). In most cases, the amount of dust released in the vessel after the disruption which can be seen with fast camera but cannot be tracked is therefore larger by a factor of a few units.

A more detailed investigation reveals some noticeable discrepancies in between consecutive experimental campaigns, as presented in Figure 5. During the first campaign, between shots \#23140 and \#23672, most discharges appear as dust-free or with low levels of dust before disruption occurs, but after disruption only 20% of these discharges appear as dust-free and most of them exhibit significant levels of dust. This trend is much less pronounced during the second campaign, but more surprisingly the opposite tendency is observed for the last 3 campaigns, between shots \#24190 and \#27118. It could be argued that some discrepancies might point out the limitation of a purely statistical approach, which mixes up various discharges scenarios and configurations and does not discriminate bias due to operational failures. For instance, a major bias can be the release of dust during the ramp-up phase of discharges immediately following another disruptive discharge. In order to filter out such a possible bias, only discharges not immediately preceded by another disruption are considered in Figure 6. While there is no significant difference in the dust levels after disruption, the ratio of shots which appear as free of dust before disruption is surprisingly lower in this case and even significantly lower if one considers discharges of the two campaigns which took place between shots \#24190 and \#25945. All in all, dust levels in disruptive shots have significantly changed after shot \#24189, older shots presenting the expected behaviour, i.e. dust levels larger after than before disruption, while later shots present the opposite tendency. The reason seems to be that the wall behaved differently during these campaigns...
due to different wall conditionning. Indeed, boron layers were removed by cleaning after shot 24226 and there was no boronization in between shots 24190 and 25336 and no vent in between these two campaigns (see also Figure 14 and section IV-C).

Mixing results for the five experimental campaigns reported here reveals that there is no detection of any dust fly-by in 40% of unmitigated disruptions and in 56% of non-disruptive discharges. Of course, dust might be too small, too cold or too fast to be observed by the camera, or released in sectors of the vessel which are not covered by camera, but these results highlight the absence of thick deposited layers for W PFCs in ASDEX Upgrade in comparison to tokamaks with carbon PFCs where dust investigations with fast cameras have also been carried out [20]. No dust fly-by is seen in 50% of disruptions occurring in the current ramp-up phase (51 movies), in 33% of disruptions occurring in the flattop phase (211 movies) and in 44% of disruptions happening in the current ramp-down phase (214 movies). It is therefore questionable whether dust release is proportional to the energy contained in plasma when the disruption occurs, as reported in Tore Supra [9].

B. Influence of disruption energy

Figure 7 depicts the number of dust fly-bys observed after disruptions as a function of the energy contained in the plasma 5 ms before disruption for 479 unmitigated disruptions and 63 mitigated disruptions. Despite the rather large dispersion, one can notice that the probability to observe significant dust events first increases with the disruption energy, reaches a maximum around $10^5$ J and then decreases at larger energies. There is no obvious reason for a reduction of dust generation as the heat loads increase under present AUG discharge conditions (significant W evaporation and resulting vapor shielding would require larger heat loads [29]), but partial melting of metallic dust may take place, increasing dust adhesion to the PFCs. Therefore, the evolution depicted in Figure 7 for energies larger than $10^5$ J may result from a reduction in dust remobilization due to the melting of metallic dust. One can also not exclude the possibility that this maximum results from a statistical bias, since there is a relative lack of data for unmitigated disruptions at large energies: while unmitigated disruptions below $10^5$ J represents 81% of the analyzed shots, disruptions above $2 \times 10^5$ J represents only 6%. Disruption mitigation by the use of Massive Gas Injection [30] is found to decrease the intensity of dust events. Indeed, an average value of 2.8 dust fly-bys is observed after mitigated disruption, compared to an average value of 7 dust fly-bys in the case of similar discharges with unmitigated disruption.
C. Influence of plasma vertical displacements

Vertical displacement events (VDEs) significantly increase heat fluxes to the PFCs. Our analysis demonstrates that the probability of large dust events is slightly increased in disruptions preceded by VDEs, as it can be seen in Figure 8. However, the effects are dissimilar according to the direction of the vertical displacement: while both upward and downward VDE increase the risk of large dust events before disruption, the probability of observing large dust events after disruption is lower in disruptions preceded by downward VDE compared to disruptions without VDE. Disruptive discharges with downward VDE also have the highest probability to be free of any detected dust event after disruption.

The examination of the energy contained in the plasma shortly before the disruption might explain these observations, as presented in Table I. While the maximum energy during the discharge is, on average, very similar in both downward and upward VDE cases, the plasma energy measured shortly before the disruption is on average twice less in downward VDE disruptive discharges compared to upward VDE and no VDE cases. Hence, the lower dust rates observed after disruption in the case of downward VDE are likely to result from a lower disruption energy, which would be in concordance with Fig. 7.

The amplitude of vertical displacements also impacts significantly dust observation rates: figure 8 highlights that large displacements result in larger amount of dust whatever the experimental campaign. The evaluation of individual campaigns also reveals that dust rates are divided by a factor of about 2 for the largest displacements after shot 25945 compared to older shots. The reason might be the installation of Resonant Magnetic Perturbation (RMP) coils after shot 25945. RMP was only seldomly operated in the shots investigated in our study (i.e. in 2 shots with upward VDE and in 10 shots with downward VDE), making it impossible to assess the influence of the magnetic perturbations on dust rates, but with the installation of saddle coils, PFCs have been replaced with new tiles. We assume that the absence of any deposit on these tiles explains the changes observed after shot 25945.
Probability to detect more than 10 dust particles before/after disruption | Ratio of shots without dust event | Average plasma energy 5 ms before disruption (kJ) | Average plasma maximal energy (kJ)
--- | --- | --- | ---
No VDE (216 shots) | 5.1% / 18% | 38% | 86 | 380
Downward VDE (207 shots) | 10.1% / 10.1% | 46% | 43 | 429
Upward VDE (56 shots) | 14.3% / 30.3% | 32% | 85 | 426

TABLE I. Influence of VDEs on dust rates, as well as on the plasma energy 5 ms before disruption. Maximum plasma energy during the discharge is also given for comparison.

FIG. 9. Number of dust particles detected in disruptive discharges with vertical displacements as a function of the amplitude of the vertical displacement. Negative values of displacement correspond to downward VDEs and positive values to upward VDEs.

ELMs, but only seldom camera observations have been reported without any statistical assessment.

In order to investigate this issue in AUG, 69 non-disruptive discharges with significant unmitigated type-I ELM activity have been analyzed and compared to 983 non-disruptive discharges without type-I ELM activity (771 H-modes with types-II/III ELMs of much lower intensity and 212 L-modes) and to 479 disruptive discharges. In order to reduce the discrepancies resulting from various movie durations, the analysis presented in figure [10] focuses on the average number of dust particles detected per second for each shot. Please note that the average is computed over the total movie duration, which tends to soften the impact of transient events. This figure demonstrates that the probability to observe large dust rates is larger in the case of strong type-I ELM activity, with an average dust rate of 1.1 s⁻¹, than in H-modes with type-II or type-III ELMs, where the average dust rate is 0.7 s⁻¹. This denotes a rather moderate positive effect of type-I ELMs on dust production or remobilization. In both cases, dust observation rates are significantly larger than in L-mode discharges, where \( N_{\text{dust}} = 0.2 \text{s}^{-1} \), but significantly less than in disruptive discharges where an average value \( N_{\text{dust}} = 5.4 \text{s}^{-1} \) is found.

However, significant discrepancies can be observed according to the camera view. Indeed, the analysis of videos realized in sector 1 with the camera directed towards the divertor shows slightly opposite tendency, with \( N_{\text{dust}} = 0.35 \text{s}^{-1} \) in the case of strong type-I ELM activity and \( N_{\text{dust}} = 0.45 \text{s}^{-1} \) in the case of H-mode without type-I ELM activity. When the camera is imaging the upper part of the vessel, from sector 13 to sector 8, it is found that \( N_{\text{dust}} = 1.55 \text{s}^{-1} \) in the case of strong type-I ELM activity and \( N_{\text{dust}} = 0.85 \text{s}^{-1} \) in the case of H-mode without type-I ELM activity. During type-I ELMs, the thermal radiation on the inner divertor can be so high that the camera sensor gets saturated for a few frames during and right after the interaction of filaments with the divertor. This effect can be seen in Fig. [1]. For this reason, it is quite often impossible to detect any dust particle in the inner divertor region during such events and dust rates determined in the top-view configuration are likely to be underestimated. On the contrary, when camera is imaging the upper part of the vessel, frames are never saturated and variations in dust rates determined with TRACE do not suffer the same uncertainties. Therefore, the noticeable increase in dust rates observed in type-I ELMy H-modes in the upper part of the vessel denotes a fundamental trend, which illustrates the energy deposition on PFCs which are not designed to withstand high heat loads.

A more refined analysis of selected movies comparing the temporal evolution of significant dust releases with the one of type-I ELMs is presented in Figures [11]a-d. Type-I ELMs are easily evidenced by periodic bursts of the light intensity captured by fast cameras, resulting in fluctuations around 50-120 Hz in the power spectrum of light intensity. Apart from Fig. [11]a which suggests a possible correlation between dust release and a sudden increase in type-I ELM activity for a very short period of time (\( \Delta N_{\text{dust}} = 15 \) in between \( t = 2.2 \) and \( t = 2.5s \)) and
slow but regular increase of dust release during about 2 s of type-I ELM activity in Fig. 11(b), most significant dust releases do not correspond to obvious type-I ELM activity. These observations demonstrate that type-I ELMs have an impact on the release of micron-sized dust in AUG, but this impact is not systematic and rather moderate, particularly in comparison to VDEs and disruptions.

**B. Influence of heating scenario**

It is well known that the coupling between ICRH power and the plasma leads to enhanced erosion of the antennas and of their limiter [32, 33]. It is questionable whether this erosion results in the formation of dust observable with fast camera and of even bigger interest to assess the impact of various heating scenario on the rates of dust observed by fast cameras. As shown in Figure 1, there is always at least one ICRH antenna in the camera field of view and two of them in most cases. Figure 12 presents the distribution of shots as a function of representative dust levels, according to the total heating power, integrated by steps of 1 MW. A total of 989 non-disruptive discharges have been considered. This figure shows that as the total heating power is increased from 2 to 14 MW, there is an increasing probability to observe significant dust events. Then, as the total heating power increases from 14 MW to 20 MW, the probability of observing major dust events decreases, but it should be noted that the heating power is larger than 14 MW in only 8 shots, i.e. 0.8% of the shots analyzed. In order to draw any firmer conclusion on the trend for large heating power, more camera data will be necessary.

To further investigate the influence of the heating scenario, Figure 13 details the dust rates per MW of heating power for all the possible combinations of heating sources, in non-disruptive shots. If one excepts scenarios based on ECRH combined with ICRH only, due to low statistics, one remarks that the scenario based on the use of ECRH alone is the most likely to produce observable dust, with a dust rate of 0.35/s/MW. Then comes the scenario based on the use of NBI alone with a dust rate of 0.2/s/MW. Interestingly, the combination of ECRH and NBI has a beneficial effect since the dust rate goes down to 0.1/s/MW. Interestingly, the combination of ECRH and NBI has a beneficial effect since the dust rate goes down to 0.1/s/MW. One can also remark that the lowest rates are observed when ICRH is used, alone or in combination with other heating sources, which is rather unexpected. It is important to remember that this survey, which mixes up observations made with various camera views, depicts rather global effects. Given the variety of camera views and the locations of heating systems, as
depicted in Figure 1, the antennas under operation in
selected shots might be out of the camera field of view.
A more detailed investigation of the influence of heating
scenarios on dust rates is a very demanding task. More
advanced conclusions will be presented in a separate pa-
per.

C. Influence of major vents

In a previous study based on the analysis of stan-
dard cameras data, Hong et al. concluded that dust
releases where significantly larger for several hundreds
of discharges after vents in AUG and Tore Supra [3].
Rudakov et al. also report that dust observation rates
with both standard rate cameras and fast cameras are
significantly higher in DIII-D in the first shots after en-
try vents and are reduced to the normal operation rates
after a few tens of shots [31]. In AUG, first tens of shots
after venting primarily aim at conditioning the walls
and calibrating diagnostics. These discharges are only
seldomly filmed with fast cameras, making it impossible
to assess any short-term effect of vents with TRACE. Figure [14]
depicts the number of dust particles per sec-
dond detected with TRACE in seven different campaigns.
Except for the third campaign, where fast camera data are
available shortly after the start of the campaign (15th
shot -24205-), at least thirty shots took place before fast
camera data are available in the other campaigns. It can
be seen that the amount of dust observed in the begin-
ning of the third campaign is significantly larger than
in the rest of the campaign (about 20 times the aver-
age value). After repeated breakdown issues, tiles were
cleaned after shot 24190 in order to operate with pure
W surfaces. Dust rates then significantly decay within
a few shots. It is interesting to note that the average
dust rate is the lowest in this third campaign, which was
conducted without any boronization. However, the limi-
tations of the absence of regular wall conditionning dur-
ing campaign 24190-24990 are evidenced if the begin-
ing of the following campaign, which started without
any vent, and which has one of the largest average dust
rate. It is worth noting that the camera location was
not changed during the third campaign and the first part
of the fourth campaign, making it possible to have re-
liable statistics. Apart from the third campaign (shots
24190-25018), only the last analyzed campaign presents
dust rate obviously larger in the first tens of shots after
restart. All in all, regardless of the discharge conditions,
the automated analysis of fast camera data may suggest
short-term impact of vessel venting but does not reveal
any long-term trend in AUG. This observation is further
confirmed by the examination of 105 standard H-mode
discharges, carried out at the beginning of each opera-
tion day to check AUG main systems, all with the same
discharge parameters provided in Table II. The dust rates
observed in these discharges, depicted in Figure[15], do not
decay as a function of plasma operation time since pre-
vious vent. On addition, these rates do not seem to be
influenced by boronizations, but rather seem to depend
on the discharge conditions encountered in the previous
shots.

Thus, our analysis suggests that vents do not have no-
ticeable long-term effects on dust creation or mobiliza-
tion, contrary to the tendency observed by S.H. Hong et
al. [3] in the 2007 campaign (‡ 22000 series). This cam-

FIG. 12. Distribution of the number of dust particle per shot
as a function of the total heating power in non-disruptive
shots. The color scale represents the ratio of shots with given
dust rates in given ranges of heating power. Numbers at the
top of the graph give the number of data sets for each range
of heating power.

FIG. 13. Number of dust particles per second per MW of
heating power for various combinations of heating sources.
Only non-disruptive shot are considered.
campaign, which started without wall boronization \cite{34}, was the first one after the completion of the all-W divertor. The installation of fast cameras on AUG took place after the 2007 campaign, making it impossible to analyze this campaign with TRACE, but it has to be noted that an extensive cleaning of the tiles was carried out in order to remove boron layers after shot 23188, i.e. right before the first campaign analyzed in our study. Therefore, the differences between the long-term decay in dust observation rates observed in the 2007 campaign and our results are likely to be due to different wall conditioning, our analysis demonstrating that with appropriate wall conditioning, reactor maintenance does not lead to any significant production of dust.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
Parameters & Values \\
\hline
Plasma current ($I_p$) & 1 MA \\
Safety factor ($q_{95}$) & 4.6 \\
Auxiliary heating & \sim 5 MW \\
Electron density ($n_e$) & $5 \times 10^{19}$ m$^{-3}$ \\
Toroidal magnetic field ($B_T$) & -2.47 T \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Main discharge parameters used for AUG standard H-Mode discharges.}
\end{table}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig14.png}
\caption{Number of dust particles detected per second in AUG in 7 consecutive experimental campaigns. Disruptive shots are depicted in red and non-disruptive shots in blue. The dashed horizontal line shows the average value of $N_{\text{dust}}$ over each campaign. Shots with the camera imaging from sector 13 to 8 are highlighted by magenta horizontal line and shots with the camera viewing the divertor from the top of sector 1 by horizontal green lines. The 'V' letter is used to indicate major vents, which took place after shots 23138, 23654, 24189, 25890, 26919 and 27392. Finally, vertical dashed lines indicate boronizations.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig15.png}
\caption{Number of dust particles detected per second in AUG in standard H-Mode discharges in 6 consecutive experimental campaigns. The vertical black lines indicate the five major vents which took place during these campaigns, while red dashed lines indicate boronizations.
}
\end{figure}

D. Influence of vessel vibrations

It is questionable whether the remobilization of dust deposited onto the PFCs can be achieved or facilitated by vibrations of the latter. Despite it is not possible to measure directly PFCs vibrations during plasma operation, the dynamic deformations of some in-vessel components can be studied. AUG includes a Passive Stabilisation Loop (PSL) made of 2 rings equipped with a set of optical strain sensors. These sensors are connected to a data acquisition system with a sampling rate of 1 kHz, making it possible to resolve the potentially dangerous bending eigenmodes of the PSL and to measure vibrations resulting, for instance, of impulse forces during disruptions or PSL vibrations due to the actuation of the B-coils \cite{35}, which are typically in the range of 10-120 Hz.

Strain measurements have been carried out for 68 shots covering all kinds of discharge conditions in between shots \#26023 and \#26264, but the Phantom v7.3 fast camera on which our dust analysis is based was used for only 17 of these shots. In order to obtain more complete results, we also include the results obtained with the analysis of 2 other fast cameras which have been used in the same series. 46 shots have been filmed with a Phantom v7.1 camera and 65 shots with a Photron SA1.1 camera, making it possible to analyze all the 68 shots, with two cameras for most of them. The 3 cameras where imaging comparable volume of AUG between sectors 8 to 13, but with different lines of sight. Both Phantom cameras sensors have the same technical per-
performances, yielding detection of similar amount of dust events, whereas the analysis of Photron camera data result in the detection of about 20 times more dust trajectories. For this reason, Phantom camera results have been mixed up whereas Photron camera results are presented separately. Figure 16 depicts the number of dust fly-bys detected by TRACE as a function of the maximum strain amplitudes measured in these 68 shots. The maximum amplitude $|\epsilon_{\text{max}}|$ corresponds to the maximum peak amplitude measured by sensors located in sectors 8 to 13, i.e. sectors which are in the camera field of view. It can be seen that maximum strain amplitudes are measured during disruptive shots, as already shown in Ref. [36] but regardless of the discharge conditions, there is no correlation between $|\epsilon_{\text{max}}|$ and the amount of dust observed with fast cameras. Vibration of the vessel are therefore unlikely to play any significant role in dust remobilization.

FIG. 16. Influence of vessel vibrations on dust remobilization: number of dust events as a function of the maximum strain amplitude measured on the PSL. Black square symbols represent results obtained with Phantom cameras while red circles depict results obtained with Photron camera. Hollow symbols are used for non-disruptive discharges and filled symbols for disruptions.

**V. DISCUSSION**

It is very challenging and actually impossible to suppress all the possible biases in such a statistical survey. Strictly speaking, good statistics would require analyzing data sets of discharges run with the same plasma conditions, PFCs and diagnostic setup, whereas tokamak discharges are never totally identical, the surface of PFCs is constantly changing and camera setup has been modified several times in the course of the analyzed campaigns. A lot of care was taken to filter out as much as possible biases resulting from one or the other of these limitations. From a technical point of view, there are several factors which impact the effectiveness of dust detection. In addition to the technical aspects presented in section II-A (parameters influencing dust light emission, variability of the camera setups...) and in section II-B (counting of the only particles tracked at least 20 frames with a total displacement of at least 5 pixels, satisfying the maximal displacement criterion), one has to keep in mind that dust cannot be detected in saturated portions of the images and that camera ordinary covers only about 1/6 of the volume of the plasma chamber. Only the largest dust particle which are not originating from a surface in the camera field of view have a chance to be detected (100$\mu$m dust particles cover a maximal distance of about one meter in standard plasma conditions [18]). Therefore, the absence of dust detection does not mean that plasma is dust-free.

Dust rates are particularly susceptible to be underestiminated during transient events. Indeed, the latter tend to produce partially saturated images when the energy is deposited on PFCs that are in the field of view of the optical system, as discussed in section IV.A, and when the energy is deposited elsewhere dust particles which may be produced are unlikely to survive long enough to be detected. Also, the average dust rate per second, used in sections IV-A and IV-B in order to mitigate biases due to various movie durations, tends to lower the impact of transient events since the average is calculated by considering the total duration of the video.

This paper primarily aims at comparing the influence of various discharge conditions on dust rates and conclusions are mostly qualitative. Fast cameras make it possible to take benefit of the high temporal resolution to investigate the influence of transient events in details, as partially shown in Fig. 11, thus enabling finest analysis. Such an investigation, exploiting also the spatial information, is underway and will certainly enable to draw more advanced conclusions on the impact of transient events and on the influence of the heating scenario on dust generation and remobilization.

**VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION**

A statistical survey of 2425 fast camera movies recorded from 2008 to 2012 in the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak has been carried out with the TRACE algorithm, with the aim to assess dust observation rates under various discharge conditions. These rates are found to be lower than in tokamaks with carbon PFCs. An average rate of 1.35 event per second is found and 52% of shots appear as free of visible moving dust in the camera field of view.

The largest dust observation rates are encountered in disruptive discharges, particularly those preceded by upward plasma vertical displacements. Dust rates increase with the amplitude of the displacement and with the dis-
ruption energy, up to about $10^5$J where a maximum is reached, which might result from dust melting on the PFCs or from insufficient data set at larger energies. Type-I ELMs are also found to increase dust rates by a factor of about 1.6. Vessel opening only impacts first tens of shots after restart and does not have any long-term effect. The almost constant dust rate during a campaign denotes the absence of building up of thick deposits on the W PFCs. The influence of heating scenario has also been investigated, pointing out enhanced dust rates in scenarios based on ECRH or NBI used alone, while ICRH might play an unexpected mitigative role. Finally, no correlation was found between the amplitude of vessel vibrations and dust observation rates, demonstrating that such vibrations have a negligible effect, if any, on dust remobilization.

The present work does not make it possible to assess whether dust is produced or only remobilized under given discharge conditions. It is questionable whether the increase in dust observation rates under transient heat fluxes is due to dust remobilization by heat loads, since the latter can also melt metallic dust and therefore increase dust adhesion to the PFCs, or to dust generation by arcs, since unipolar arcs are likely to be promoted by ELMs and disruptions. Dedicated experiments are required to draw firmer conclusions. For that purpose, the remobilization of pre-deposited tungsten dust under the influence of type-I ELMs is being investigated in AUG and complementary investigations on unipolar arcs will be carried out.

The detailed analysis of fast camera data recorded in AUG is still ongoing. The analysis of dust formation areas is now being carried out for various camera fields of view, which requires further recalibration work to adjust the camera lines of sight and has to take into account the evolutions in PFCs geometry and composition. Spatial results will enable a more detailed investigation of the influence of the heating scenario, in particular regarding the use of ICRH. In parallel to the 2D measurements analyzed in this paper, stereoscopic fast camera data have been carried out in several tens of shots, making it possible to reconstruct dust 3D trajectories. A study presenting the main characteristics of dust transport in AUG, aiming at better determining areas of dust formation, remobilization and deposition, will be presented in a separate paper. Such a work is crucial to help anticipating possible dust accumulation sites and to better estimate dust remobilization rates under normal and off-normal conditions as well as during dedicated cleaning discharges.
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